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Dear Friends, 

I am very proud to announce our 2024 publishing programme. In this 
catalogue, you will find authoritative voices from under-represented 
communities, published here, in English, for the first time. 

Saqi is an independent forum for writers and artists from all cultures 
and places. Our 2024 books honour our commitment to diversity. The 
year offers exciting new titles on sexuality and gender with The Queer 
Arab Glossary and The Shrinking Goddess, as well as Outspoken, a stirring 
memoir of female empowerment in Afghanistan. We offer dazzling 
fiction from bold, original voices, including the compelling Sudanese 
debut A Mouth Full of Salt and A Man with No Title, an extraordinary 
multiple prize-winning French-Algerian novella. Our publishing 
delights in helping readers discover our rich cultural heritage, from 
literature and history to classic art and cuisine.

Saqi has always engaged with the Arab world’s most pressing issues. 
Our hearts break for the people of Palestine. In these dark times, we 
offer solace in Daybreak in Gaza, which interweaves 4,000 years of 
its history with voices of Gazans themselves. We also release new 
editions of two key Palestine books, including A River Dies of Thirst by 
Mahmoud Darwish, a testament to the humanity, honour and pride of 
its people. 

We continue to champion voices that uphold the spirit of intellectual 
enquiry, and those that challenge the status quo. Our roots as a beloved 
neighbourhood bookshop inspire our mission of offering a safe space 
for free expression, as well as a home away from home for so many. 

We would like to thank the writers, translators, readers, booksellers 
and so many more for your partnership and friendship. Without you 
our publishing programme would not be possible. We hope you find 
inspiration and strength within these pages. 

Lynn Gaspard 
Publisher

Stay connected 
with Saqi
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A Man With  
No Title
Xavier Le Clerc 
Translated from French by William Rodarmor

Auto-Fiction 
September 2024 
£10.99 
128pp 
Hardback Bformat 
ISBN 978 0 86356 982 1 
eISBN 978 0 86356 987 6 
Territories: World

A moving tribute to a father, to the 
immigrants condemned to undertake the 
hardest work and to the transcendental 
power of literature

XAVIER LE CLERC is a celebrated 
French Algerian novelist and poet. 
His third novel Un homme sans titre 
was met with wide critical acclaim 
in France where it was awarded four 
literary prizes. Born Hamid Ait-Taleb, 
Le Clerc changed his name in his early 
thirties because of discrimination. He 
lives with his husband between Paris 
and Kent.

Mohand-Said Ait-Taleb is an enigma. Living in 
France but ravaged by memories of Algeria, he 
has withdrawn into his own world, away from his 
wife and children. When his son Xavier discovers 
articles by Albert Camus describing the appalling 
conditions his father grew up in, he starts to 
piece together the story of his life. 

Xavier retraces the steps of this dignified, 
illiterate and strong-willed man: from Kabylia 
– where starving children, like Mohand-Said, 
fought with dogs for scraps – to the metal factory 
in Normandy, where his father would spend the 
rest of his days, consumed with providing for his 
family. It is there that Xavier discovers his love of 
books. When he breaks with conservative family 
traditions and confesses his attraction to men, 
Xavier will find which doors slam closed and 
which will open.

‘Thank you for your story which does justice to 
your father, to his lifelong journey marked by 
violence, war and work.’ annie ernaux

‘An incredibly sensitive book.’ LeiLa SLimani

NEXT READ 
 
Discretion 
9780863569760  
£9.99 

In little Mohand-Said’s Kabylian village, all the stones told 
a story of hunger. Stones that his starving family pressed 
against their empty bellies, stones on the paths they took 

in search of roots to eat, stones that barely covered the skeletal 
corpses in graves that none of their starving relatives had the 
strength to dig. 

In 1939, the parched earth seemed to vomit up its stones 
onto the dead every day, whether laid out in rows or scattered 
under the few prickly pears. At times, storks would fly across the 
blazing sky to the mountain-bound horizon. The cemetery was 
up the hill, behind the ruined wall of the sloping inner courtyard 
of the gourbi where the Ait-Taleb family lived. Only the hovel’s 
old wall separated the dead from the living. Like children 
everywhere, Mohand-Said played the strange hopscotch of fate. 
He too would kick an invisible pebble ahead of himself, then 
hop from earth to sky along the squares of hunger and sickness, 
following lines laid down by fate.

Albert Camus travelled though Kabylia in May 1939, when 
poverty was decimating all the mountain villages. He was 
twenty-five and living in Algiers, and he made the trip by bus. 
For ten days, Camus saw people on the brink of death, and 
wrote a series of eleven articles that were published that June in 
Alger républicain. He wrote of seeing ‘children in rags fighting 
Kabylian dogs over the contents of a garbage can.’

The distress of starving children was something Camus  
never forgot. Among them may have been an equally ragged  
boy of two or three, not much taller than the fierce,  
scrawny dogs wandering among the gourbis. That  
little boy, who would never get a chance to go to  
school and who would fear biting dogs all his  
life, was named Mohand-Said Ait-Taleb. And  
it isn’t because he became my father that  
I’m going to tell you his story.
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A Mouth Full  
of Salt
Reem Gaafar

Fiction
April 2024
£14.99 
272pp
Hardback Demy
ISBN 978 0 86356 772 8
eISBN 978 0 86356 748 3
Territories: World

This award-winning debut charts three 
generations of women as they forge their 
own paths in traditional communities

REEM GAAFAR is a writer, 
physician and filmmaker based in 
Canada. Her writing has appeared in 
African Arguments, African Feminism, 
Teakisi Magazine, Andariya and 500 
Words Magazine. Her debut novel  
A Mouth Full of Salt won the Island 
Prize in 2023.

A small farming village in North Sudan wakes 
up one morning to the news that a little boy 
has drowned. Soon after, the animals die of a 
mysterious illness and the date gardens catch 
fire and burn to the ground. There are whispers 
of a sorceress from the mountains. It is the dry 
season. The men have places to go, the women 
have work to do, the children play at the place 
where the river runs over its own banks. Sixteen-
year-old Fatima yearns to leave for Khartoum.

In Khartoum, a single mother makes her way in a 
world that wants to keep girls and women back. 
As civil war swells, the political intrudes into the 
personal and her position in the capital becomes 
untenable. She must return to the village.

A Mouth Full of Salt uncovers a country on the 
brink of seismic change as its women decide for 
themselves which traditions are fit for purpose – 
and which prophecies it’s time to rewrite.

‘An impressive debut. I was gripped until the very 
last sentence.’ LeiLa aBOuLeLa

NEXT READ 
 
Dance of the Jakaranda  
9781846592096   
£8.99 

Until a body was actually found, they referred to him as 
‘missing’. But they went about their business of looking 
for someone who was dead, not alive. They weren’t 

looking for a boy, they were looking for a body. It was the same 
with everyone: they were someone, with a name, until they died 
or were presumed dead. Then they were immediately referred to 
as ‘the body’.

They brought in skilled swimmers who combed the river 
from bank to bank, swimming with the current for several 
metres and then turning against it back to where the person 
was last seen. Diving deep below the surface, where the sunlight 
of the living world stopped short a few feet in and gave way to 
murky, morbid darkness, they fanned blindly around with their 
eyes wide open, their experienced fingers discerning root and 
fish from human limb or clothing. Experience taught them that 
bodies almost always stayed in the area where they drowned, 
often held down by tree roots and thick rushes like ropes, and 
would be found within a four- or five-metre radius of where the 
person had fallen in. 

Then, if still no body materialised, they would call for a 
pusher-tug boat. These little vessels had powerful engines and 
greatly elevated the search efforts. It usually took some personal 
connections to secure a tug and its driver for a few hours, for 
their village was small and far away and the Corporation was a 
busy place. [...] The tugboat would chug around the perimeter  
of the area where the body was last seen, its powerful engine  
churning the water and agitating the river floor. Up 
would come the mud, the weeds, the fish, and  
– if they were lucky – the body. Back and forth  
the noisy tugboat would go, pulling up behind  
it all that slept at the bottom of the river.
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A spellbinding story of a young woman’s 
coming of age and of a people who, for 
a brief time, gained independence from 
foreign rule

River Spirit 
Leila Aboulela      

LEILA ABOULELA is the author 
of six critically acclaimed novels, 
translated into fifteen languages. Her 
short story collection, Elsewhere, Home 
(Telegram Books) won the Saltire 
Fiction Book of the Year Award. River 
Spirit was shortlisted for the HWA 
Gold Crown Award for Historical 
Fiction in 2023. Aboulela grew up in 
Sudan and now resides in Scotland.

Fiction 
March 2024
£9.99
Paperback Bformat
320pp 
ISBN 978 0 86356 904 3 
eISBN 978 0 86356 922 7
Territories: World ex. North America  
& West Africa

‘A blazing historical epic … Aboulela excavates this 
vital history with great humanity and vision.’  

La review Of BOOkS

‘Dazzling … Aboulela has written a novel of war, 
love, faith, womanhood and – crucially – the tussle 
over truthful public narratives.’ new YOrk timeS

‘Captivating … Through a compelling chorus of 
voices, Aboulela unspools the fraught story of Sudan, 

as freedom and faith do battle.’ daiLY maiL

‘Leila Aboulela holds a unique place in Scottish 
literature … Her narratives glow with a rare beauty, a 

shining sensual awareness of the joy of life.’  
the ScOtSman

‘Evocative and delicately composed ... Aboulela 
is one of the most important writers from Sudan.’ 

LiterarY huB

‘A novel of extraordinary sympathy and insight …  
a wonderful achievement.’ aBduLrazak gurnah

‘Kaleidoscopic and heartfelt.’ nadifa mOhamed

‘Had me gripped from the first page ... a triumph  
of storytelling.’ aminatta fOrna

1880s Sudan. When Akuany and her brother are 
orphaned in a village raid, they are taken in by 
Yaseen, a young merchant whose vow to care for 
them will tether him to Akuany throughout their 
lives. As revolution brews, Sudan begins to prise 
itself from its Ottoman rulers, and everyone must 
choose sides.

Yaseen feels beholden to stand against the self-
proclaimed Mahdi, a decision that threatens to 
splinter his family. Meanwhile, Akuany grows 
into womanhood and travels alone across the 
fractured country, sold and traded from house 
to house, with only Yaseen as her intermittent 
lifeline. Their struggle will mirror the increasingly 
bloody struggle for Sudan itself: for freedom, 
safety and the possibility of love.

River Spirit is a powerful tale of corruption and 
unshakeable devotion – to a cause, to one’s faith 
and to the people who become family.

Longlisted for the Jhalak Prize 2024 

A New York Times Best Book of the Year 2023

NEXT READ 
 
Elsewhere, Home  
9781846592119    
£8.99 
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A 50th-year anniversary edition of the 
surrealist classic by one of Algeria’s greatest 
novelists

The Earthquake
Tahir Wattar  
Translated from Arabic by William Granara 

TAHIR WATTAR (1936–2010) was 
a pioneer of the modern Arabic novel 
in Algeria. In addition to his many 
novels, he wrote several plays and short 
stories, which have been translated 
into French, Spanish and Italian, and 
adapted for the theatre.

Fiction 
February 2024  
£9.99 
240pp  
Paperback Bformat  
ISBN 978 0 86356 963 0 
eISBN 978 0 86356 989 0 
Territories: World

Egyptian Earth
Abdel Rahman al-Sharqawi 
Foreword by Robin Ostle  •  Translated from 
Arabic by Desmond Stirling Stewart

Fiction 
February 2024 
£9.99  
288pp 
PB Bformat 
ISBN 978 0 86356 968 5 
eISBN 978 0 86356 722 3 
Territories: World

A 70th-year anniversary edition of a classic 
moving and humorous tale of rural working 
class defiance

ABDEL RAHMAN AL-
SHARQAWI (1920–1987) was 
an eminent writer whose novels, 
short stories, poetry and plays were 
highly regarded for their realism and 
commitment to social issues. His first 
novel, Egyptian Earth, is one of the 
most successful Egyptian novels to be 
published and was made into a popular 
film, The Land, by award-winning 
director Youssef Chahine.

One afternoon, Sheikh Abdelmajid Boularwah 
embarks upon a journey in search of distant 
relatives. His immediate family are ruthless, rich 
and collaborate with colonial authorities. He 
hopes his long-lost relatives, who are unknown 
to the new communist government, might be 
better placed to help him defraud it. Through 
a labyrinth of back alleys and memories, 
Boularwah makes his way from Algiers across the 
seven bridges of Constantine, battling the forces 
of a rapidly changing society while confronting 
the demons of his own past. 

The Earthquake offers a surrealist vision of post-
colonial Algeria — a society in chaos, a world 
turned upside down. Written in the early 1970s, 
this classic work by pioneering novelist Tahir 
Wattar presciently foretells the dreadful events 
which would later besiege his country.

‘A modern Arabic classic.’  
wOrLd Literature tOdaY

‘One of Algeria’s most influential writers.’ 
JadaLiYYa

A twelve-year old boy returns from his school 
in Cairo to find his village torn by feuding and 
fear. A corrupt official has decreed that the 
peasants irrigate the fields in five days instead of 
the customary ten – a demand that threatens to 
severely disrupt the life of this small community. 
The schoolmaster Sheikh Hassouna urges the 
villagers to rebel. But it takes many attempts – 
some disastrous, others comical and touching 
– before they join forces and stand against their 
oppressors.

Egyptian Earth was first published in 1954, two 
years after the Egyptian revolution. An epic 
drama of great power, it is a masterpiece of 
modern Arabic literature.

‘A remarkable and often funny book.’  
the OBServer

‘An acknowledged masterpiece of modern Arabic 
literature.’ univerSitY PreSS BOOk newS

NEXT READ 
 
About My Mother  
9781846592010     
£8.99 

NEXT READ 
 
Diary of a Country 
Prosecutor  
9780863569814      
£9.99 
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Outspoken
My Fight for Freedom and Human Rights 
in Afghanistan

Sima Samar with Sally Armstrong    

The impassioned memoir of Afghanistan’s 
Sima Samar: medical doctor, public official, 
founder of schools and hospitals and lifelong 
advocate for women

SIMA SAMAR is a globally 
renowned women’s and human rights 
activist. She served as Minister of 
Women’s Affairs of Afghanistan and 
chaired the Afghan Independent 
Human Rights Commission. Samar 
is currently a visiting scholar at Tufts 
University’s Fletcher School. 

SALLY ARMSTRONG is an 
award-winning author, journalist and 
human rights activist.

Memoir 
March 2024  
£16.99 
352pp  
Hardback Demy  
ISBN 978 0 86356 898 5 
eISBN 978 0 86356 884 8 
Territories: World ex. North America & ANZ

‘A mighty memoir about the everyday battles of Afghan women. 
Samar was the unflinching face of Afghans’ fight for human 

rights and justice. Her story is ours too, and it’s time it was told. 
A testament to the power of sisterhood and the conviction that 

women need to speak out – and lean in.’  
lyse doucet 

 
‘Sima Samar is a champion of human rights and an inspiration 
for women the world over. Her powerful and moving memoir 
ignites a flame of hope for Afghanistan. This is a vital read and 

an inspiring story of courage and resilience.’  
cherie blair

‘An extraordinary, gripping and deeply moving book  
about the tragedy in Afghanistan.’  

ahmed rashid

‘Sima Samar’s life and work stand in defiance to the dark rule of  
the Taliban, as a promise for a better future for all Afghans.’  

louise arbour, former un high commissioner  
for human rights

‘Outspoken is a book of miracles, large and small. It’s a history 
book, a deeply personal memoir and an inspiring work ... it 

provides astonishing insights. I couldn’t put it down.’  

lisa laflamme, journalists for human rights

Sima Samar has been fighting for equality and 
justice all her life. Born into a polygamous family, 
she learned early that girls had inferior status and 
had to agree to an arranged marriage to go to 
university. By the time she was in medical school, 
she was both a mother and a revolutionary. 

Samar’s work as a doctor for those most 
desperate for help – namely women in far flung, 
mountainous regions – put her in grave personal 
danger. After her husband was disappeared by 
the pro-Russian regime, she faced a choice: 
accept the injustices she saw around her or keep 
driving for a better Afghanistan. 

Despite death threats and decades of catastrophic 
warfare, Samar has worked tirelessly for the 
dream she is convinced is achievable: justice and 
human rights for all citizens of Afghanistan. In 
this poignant and inspiring memoir – the first 
inside story of Afghanistan by a woman – Samar 
provides an unparalleled view of her country’s 
past, present and fragile future.

NEXT READ 
 
Woman Life Freedom 
9780863569722     
£14.99 
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The Queer Arab 
Glossary
Edited by Marwan Kaabour  
Foreword by Rabih Alameddine  •  Illustrations by 
Haitham Haddad

LGBTQI+ / Language / Art 
June 2024 
£15.99  
160pp  
Paperback Original 200x155mm 
25 colour illustrations 
ISBN 978 0 86356 092 7 
eISBN 978 0 86356 870 1 
Territories: World

A unique survey of the language used 
around queerness in the Arab world, with 
contributions by leading Arab queer thinkers 
and activists 

MARWAN KAABOUR is a 
multidisciplinary artist and designer, 
and the founder of Takweer – a 
platform that explores and archives 
queer narratives in Arab popular 
culture. Kaabour has worked with 
some of the world’s leading cultural 
institutions and artists – including the 
V&A Museum, The National Gallery, 
Serpentine Galleries and Banksy – and 
designed the Rihanna book, a Time 
magazine Best Photo Book of 2019.

A River Dies  
of Thirst
Diaries

Mahmoud Darwish  
Preface by Ruth Padel  •  Translated from Arabic 
by Catherine Cobham

Poetry  
May 2024 
£12.99 
192pp 
Paperback Demy 
ISBN 978 0 86356 061 3 
eISBN 978 0 86356 833 6 
Territories: World ex. North America

The Arab world’s most important poet 
writes of love, loss and the pain of exile in 
his searing final collection

MAHMOUD DARWISH (1941–
2008) was one of the Arab world’s 
most celebrated and revered poets. 
He published more than thirty poetry 
and prose collections, which have been 
translated into thirty-five languages. 
Darwish was awarded the Lenin Peace 
Prize, the Lannan Prize for Cultural 
Freedom, the Chevalier des Arts et 
des Lettres and the Prince Claus Fund 
Award.

The Queer Arab Glossary is a first-of-its-kind 
survey of the linguistic landscape surrounding 
queerness in the Arab world. It brings together 
more than 300 words and terms used to refer to 
queer people across the spoken Arabic dialects, 
ranging from the humorous to the harrowing, 
serious to tongue-in-cheek, pejorative to 
endearing. 

Featuring fascinating historical facts and 
anecdotes, the bilingual glossary paints 
a linguistic picture of how queer people 
are perceived within the Arab region. It is 
accompanied by insightful essays by leading 
Arab queer artists and writers, which situate the 
glossary in a contemporary social and political 
context.

With beautiful, witty illustrations, The Queer Arab 
Glossary is a powerful response to myths about 
queer people in the Arab world, and proof that 
the LGBTQI+ Arab community is alive and 
thriving.

A River Dies of Thirst was Mahmoud Darwish’s 
last volume to come out in Arabic. In the summer 
of 2006, as Israel attacked Gaza and Lebanon, 
Darwish recorded his observations and feelings in 
poems, meditations, fragments and journal entries, 
which make up this remarkable collection.

At once lyrical and philosophical, questioning 
and wise, full of irony, resistance and play, 
Darwish’s musings on unrest and loss dwell on 
love and humanity. In these pages, myth and 
dream are inseparable from truth.

Throughout this personal collection, Darwish 
returns frequently to his ongoing (and often light-
hearted) conversation with death, warning that 
‘eternity does not visit graves and loves to joke.’

‘Darwish has given expression to his people’s 
ordinary longings and desires.’  
new YOrk timeS

‘These translations sway delicately between 
mystery and clarity, giving an impressive 
rendition of the master’s voice.’ the guardian

NEXT READ 
 
This Arab is Queer 
9780863564789      
£14.99 

NEXT READ 
 
A Map of Absence 
9780863569906       
£16.99 
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Classical Poems by 
Arab Women
An Anthology

Edited by Abdullah al-Udhari

Literature / Poetry
May 2024 
£12.99 
256pp 
Hardback Aformat 
ISBN 978 0 86356 934 0 
eISBN 978 0 86356 778 0 
Territories: World

A beautiful bilingual gift edition of rarely 
seen love poetry by classical Arab women 
writers

ABDULLAH AL-UDHARI is a 
literary historian, poet, storyteller and 
an authority on early Jahili literature. 
His other works include Victims of a 
Map: A Bilingual Anthology of Arabic 
Poetry (also by Saqi Books).

A profound exploration of the power and 
public (mis)representations of women’s 
bodies, from classical times to the present day

The Shrinking 
Goddess
Power, Myth and the Female Body

Mineke Schipper  

MINEKE SCHIPPER is a cultural 
historian and writer, and the author 
of several critically acclaimed works 
including Never Marry a Woman 
with Big Feet and Naked or Covered: 
A History of Dressing and Undressing 
around the World. Schipper is Emeritus 
Professor of Intercultural Literary 
Studies at the University of Leiden.

Cultural Studies / Gender Studies 
July 2024
£16.99
288pp
Hardback Demy
85 b&w illustrations
ISBN 978 1 908906 59 5
eISBN 978 1 908906 60 1
Territories: World ex. Indian Subcontinent 
and Africa

Arab women poets have been writing since the 
earliest of times, yet for millennia their diwans 
(collected poems) were kept in the shadows. 
Spanning more than five thousand years, from 
the pre-Islamic to the Andalusian periods, 
Classical Poems by Arab Women presents rarely 
seen work by more than sixty women writers who 
boldly refused to be silenced. From the sorrowful 
eulogies of Khansa to the gleeful scorn of 
Wallada bint al-Mustakfi, this collection offers a 
rich excursion into the vibrant, exclusively female 
worlds of pleasure, passion and pain, suppressed 
for centuries by religious and political bigotry.

With many poems shown here for the first time, 
this bespoke gift edition celebrates feminine wit 
and desire and pays homage to the significant 
contribution Arab women have made to the 
literary tradition.

‘This is some of the most beautiful poetry  
in the world … Timeless.’ tracY emin

‘The range of female poets is extraordinary, as 
is how fearlessly they speak about their desires.’ 
mOna eLtahawY

Wild and strange stories have been told about 
the female body since antiquity. While tales of 
fanged vaginas, poisoned hymens and witches 
with multiple breasts circulated, the first creation 
figure, Mother Earth, fell out of popular culture. 
Ranging from the empowering to the absurd, 
ancient myths about women’s bodies have not 
only survived into the twenty-first century but 
continue to influence modern discourse.

The Shrinking Goddess brings together myths 
about the female form and traces subsequent 
male efforts to ‘tame’ it. Mineke Schipper 
examines how women’s bodies have been 
represented around the world, from the Japanese 
supermarkets and European festivals where 
‘breast puddings’ are considered delicacies to a 
surprising fascination with lactating men.

Drawing together the vast reservoir of writing 
and art that shape how women are seen in today’s 
world, Schipper reclaims the female body as a 
source of power.

NEXT READ 
 
Desert Songs of the 
Night
9780863561757       
£14.99 

NEXT READ 
 
Misogynies
9781908906182        
£8.99 
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After Zionism
One State for Israel and Palestine

Edited by Antony Loewenstein  
and Ahmed Moor  

A timely collection on the most pressing issue 
of our time 

After Zionism brings together some of the world’s 
leading thinkers on the Middle East question 
to dissect the century-long conflict between 
Zionism and the Palestinians.

Time has run out for the two-state solution 
because of the unending and permanent Israeli 
colonisation of Palestinian land. The Hamas 
attacks of 7 October 2023 and Israel’s subsequent 
devastation of Gaza have added renewed urgency 
to this most pressing debate. After Zionism 
explores possible forms of a one-state solution 
and a future that honours and respects the rights 
of all who live in Palestine and Israel. 

This updated edition includes an extended new 
preface and introduction, with essays by Omar 
Barghouti, Jonathan Cook, Jeff Halper, Ghada 
Karmi, Saree Makdisi, Ilan Pappe, Sara Roy and 
Phil Weiss, among others. 

‘Nothing will change until we are capable of 
imagining a radically different future … this book 
gives us the intellectual tools we need to do just 
that.’ naOmi kLein

Politics / Current Affairs
January 2024 
£12.99 
256pp 
Paperback Demy 
ISBN 978 0 86356 941 8 
eISBN 978 0 86356 739 1 
Territories: World

ANTONY LOEWENSTEIN is a 
journalist and author of the bestseller, 
The Palestine Laboratory: How Israel 
Exports the Technology of Occupation 
Around the World. 

AHMED MOOR is a Palestinian 
American writer and activist. He 
received a Masters in Public Policy 
from Harvard and a Soros Fellowship, 
and is the founder of an emerging 
markets lender in Jordan.

NEXT READ 
 
Legacy of Empire
9780863564826         
£10.99 

MAHMOUD MUNA is a writer, 
publisher and bookseller from 
Jerusalem, Palestine. He runs the 
celebrated Educational Bookshop, a 
centre of Jerusalem’s literary scene. 

MATTHEW TELLER is a UK-
based author and broadcaster. His 2022 
book Nine Quarters of Jerusalem: A New 
Biography of the Old City was a Daily 
Telegraph Book of the Year.

History/Literature
October 2024
£12.99
256pp
Trade Paperback Original Demy
ISBN 978 1 84925 069 6
eISBN 978 1 84925 070 2
30 b&w illustrations
Territories: World

NEXT READ 
 
Pay No Heed to the 
Rockets
9780863569807
£8.99 

Daybreak in Gaza
4000 Years of A Place and Its People

Mahmoud Muna and Matthew Teller
with Jayyab Abusafia and Juliette Touma

This was Gaza. Not the Gaza devastated by 
Israel’s onslaught, reducing this vibrant place 
to rubble and displacing its entire population. 
While Palestinian lives, culture and heritage are 
being destroyed, Gazans preserve their culture 
and heritage through literature, music, recipes, 
histories and memories. 

Daybreak in Gaza interweaves four thousand 
years of this extraordinary place and people, 
showcasing the illustrious achievements of the 
past with insights from Gazans today. Vignettes 
of artists, acrobats, chefs, shopkeepers and medics 
offer stories of life, love, displacement and 
survival, rubbing shoulders with vivid accounts of 
the warriors and travellers of old.

Daybreak in Gaza humanises the people 
dismissed as mere statistics and ‘collateral 
damage’, showing Gazans as artists and 
storytellers living lives full of culture and 
meaning.

aLL PrOfitS frOm the SaLe Of thiS BOOk 
wiLL Be dOnated tO medicaL aid fOr 

PaLeStinianS.  

This poignant book reveals the wealth of 
Gaza’s cultural landscape and the depth  
of its history
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An unprecedented survey of young Arab 
citizens from twelve countries

The Dispossessed 
Generation
Youth in the Middle East and North Africa

Edited by Jörg Gertel, David Kreuer 
and Friederike Stolleis

The Arab uprisings of the early 2010s raised 
hopes for the development of more democratic 
structures and better living conditions for 
millions in the region. Instead, they were 
followed by authoritarian backlash, civil wars, 
economic collapse, and food and energy 
insecurity. Young people are often the ones hit 
hardest by the turmoil. How do they cope with 
these ongoing uncertainties, and what drives 
them to pursue their own dreams in spite of 
being disenfranchised?

In this invaluable volume, an international 
interdisciplinary team of researchers assess a 
survey of 12,000 sixteen- to thirty-year-olds from 
Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, 
Morocco, Palestine, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia and 
Yemen. The Dispossessed Generation is the most 
comprehensive, in-depth study of young people 
in the MENA region to date, and provides 
invaluable insights into their self-perceptions 
and life chances. It also illuminates the extent to 
which young people engage with their societies 
and mine new opportunities from a multiplicity 
of crises. 

Sociology 
September 2024
£25
392pp
PB Royal 
ISBN: 978 0 86356 952 4
eISBN: 978 0 86356 957 9
Territories: World ex. North America 

JÖRG GERTEL is Professor 
of Arabic Studies and Economic 
Geography at the University of 
Leipzig. 

DAVID KREUER, PHD is a 
Research Fellow at the Institute of 
Geography, University of Leipzig. 

FRIEDERIKE STOLLEIS, 
PHD is Project Director, Political 
Participation, at the Friedrich-Ebert-
Stiftung in Tunisia.

NEXT READ 
 
Coping with  
Uncertainty
9780863569609        
£24.99 

SANJAY SUBRAHMANYAM is 
Distinguished Professor of History 
and the Irving and Jean Stone Chair 
in Social Sciences at UCLA. His 
publications include Europe’s India: 
Words, People, Empires, 1500–1800 and 
Empires Between Islam and Christianity, 
1500–1800. A Fellow of the British 
Academy, he was awarded the the 
Dan David Prize for History and the 
International Prize for History.

History
July 2024
£45
304pp
Hardback Royal
ISBN 978 0 86356 951 7
eISBN 978 0 86356 956 2
Territories: World ex. North America and 
Indian Subcontinent

NEXT READ 
 
Sea of Troubles
9780863569500         
£25.00 

Across the  
Green Sea
Histories from the Western Indian 
Ocean, 1440–1640

Sanjay Subrahmanyam

Beginning in the mid-fifteenth century, the 
regions bordering the western Indian Ocean – 
‘the green sea,’ as it was known – underwent vast 
transformation and an era of commercial and 
cultural exchange blossomed. 

In Across the Green Sea, Subrahmanyam recounts 
the history of this ocean from a variety of 
shifting viewpoints. He sets the scene with 
the withdrawal of China’s Ming Dynasty and 
explores how the region was transformed by 
the growth and increasing prominence of the 
Ottoman Empire and the continued spread of 
Islam. He examines how cities, including Mecca 
and the vital port of Surat, grew and changed 
until famines and other disturbances upended the 
region in the seventeenth century.

Across the Green Sea reveals the complexity of a 
truly dynamic and polycentric system through 
the use of connected histories, a method 
pioneered by Subrahmanyam himself.

‘Probably the greatest living Indian historian.’ 
wiLLiam daLrYmPLe

An authoritative account of the early 
modern history of the Indian Ocean,  
the ‘silk road of the sea’ 
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Sufism / Spirituality / Cookery  
August 2024
£18.99 
272pp
Hardback Crown Octavo 
44 colour illustrations 
ISBN 978 0 86356 836 7 
eISBN 978 0 86356 822 0
Territories: World

NEVIN HALICI is one of Turkey’s 
leading cookery writers. She has 
published nine books, including Nevin 
Halıcı’s Turkish Cookbook, and is based 
in Konya, Turkey.

This gift edition offers a rich assortment 
of Sufi recipes inspired by the teachings of 
Rumi – restorative for the stomach, spirit 
and soul

Sufi Cuisine
Soulful Recipes for the Modern Kitchen

Nevin Halici  
Foreword by Claudia Roden  •  Translated from 
Turkish by Ümit Hussein

Lebanese Cuisine 
Past and Present

Karim Haïdar and Andrée Maalouf  
Preface by Amin Maalouf

Cookery
October 2024
£25
176pp
Paperback 246 x 189 mm 
90 colour and b&w illustrations
ISBN 978 0 86356 377 5
eISBN 978 0 86356 925 8
Territories: World

KARIM HAÏDAR is a world-
renowned chef noted for reinventing 
Lebanese cuisine. He has launched 
award-winning restaurants in Paris, 
London and Beirut, including the 
chain Comptoir Libanais. Haïdar 
recently founded the Academy of Arab 
Cuisine in Paris. 

ANDRÉE MAALOUF has adapted 
the culinary traditions of Lebanon to 
suit the tastes and produce of today.

This is authentic Mediterranean food at 
its best – perfect for everyday eating and 
entertaining alike

It is a well-known fact that a dervish’s training 
begins in the kitchen. The preparation and festive 
consumption of food is intrinsically connected to 
Sufi spiritual practices, as the truly inspiring array 
of dishes here beautifully demonstrates. 

Sharing recipes associated with the life and times 
of the Sufi mystic Rumi – many of which are still 
popular in Turkey today – alongside selections of 
his sayings and parables, Sufi Cuisine offers a rare 
window into a rich cultural history. 

Featuring more than one hundred recipes – from 
chickpea soup and griddled cheese to lamb with 
plums and sweet spinach, with desserts including 
candied rose petals and almond halvah, followed 
by Turkish coffee – these delightful, lavishly 
illustrated recipes offer the ideal introduction to the 
transformative art of Sufi cooking.

‘Stunningly good … a beautiful object ... 
strikingly scrumptious.’ waLL Street JOurnaL

‘Exquisite dishes from the most respected food 
writer in Turkey … A jewel of a book.’ cLaudia 
rOden

Lebanon, with its great diversity, offers a unique 
variety of fragrant and refined dishes, enriched 
over centuries by new flavours from across the 
Mediterranean. Appreciated the world over, 
Lebanese cuisine is renowned for its specialities: 
hoummos, falafel, tabbouleh, spicy grills, 
simmered stews, and rose and pistachio pastries.

Karim Haïdar and Andrée Maalouf share this 
rich culinary heritage through more than one 
hundred recipes: lentil soup with tomatoes, 
calamari and coriander salad, five-spice lamb and 
rice, fried halloumi with quince jam, pumpkin 
kibbeh, pears in arak and rose ice cream.

Traditional recipes have been re-interpreted 
with a modern twist, which will please lovers of 
Lebanese cuisine as well as those looking for a 
more contemporary touch. 

Gourmand ‘Best Arab Cuisine’ Cookbook

‘Beautifully illustrated with appetizing recipes.’ 
Le vif/L‘exPreSS

‘Gorgeously presented.’ the middLe eaSt in 
LOndOn

NEXT READ 
 
Turkish Cookery
9780863560729         
£25.00 

NEXT READ 
 
Arak and  Mezze 
9780863564765   
£25.00 
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A new, fully updated paperback edition  
of this definitive book on Iranian art 

Contemporary 
Iranian Art
New Perspectives 

Hamid Keshmirshekan

Iranian artists have been producing some 
of the world’s most thought-provoking and 
intellectually grounded artworks. In this 
landmark compendium, renowned art historian 
Hamid Keshmirshekan provides a thorough 
review of contemporary art in Iran and shows 
that the twentieth century was a crucial period in 
the country’s art and culture, when the legacies 
of tradition and modernism were critically 
reassessed.

Contemporary Iranian Art is an unprecedented 
introduction to Iran’s vibrant art history over the 
past one hundred years. This fully revised and 
updated edition features more than 370 colour 
illustrations by the country’s leading artists, 
including Shadi Ghadirian, Shirin Neshat, 
Sohrab Sepehri, Mitra Tabrizian and Charles 
Hossein Zenderoudi.

‘This masterful work eloquently demonstrates 
the extraordinary richness of the art of Iran.’ 
venetia POrter, fOrmer iSLamic art 
curatOr at the BritiSh muSeum

‘Revelatory.’ hamid daBaShi, cOLumBia 
univerSitY

Art 
October 2024
£25
352pp
Paperback 270x220mm 
379 colour illustrations
ISBN 978 0 86356 979 1 
eISBN 978 0 86356 786 5
Territories: World

HAMID KESHMIRSHEKAN 
is Senior Teaching Fellow at the 
Department of History of Art and 
Archaeology at SOAS, University of 
London, and Senior Research Fellow at 
the Khalili Research Centre, University 
of Oxford. His publications include 
Koorosh Shishegaran: The Art of Altruism 
(also by Saqi Books).

NEXT READ 
 
Arabicity
9780863566882          
£19.99 

A unique investigation into the aesthetics 
of colour in Islamic art revealing its deeper 
symbolic and mystical meanings

Colour, Light  
and Wonder in  
Islamic Art
Idries Trevathan 

The experience of colour in Islamic visual 
culture has historically been overlooked. In this 
new approach, Idries Trevathan examines the 
language of colour in Islamic art and architecture, 
in dialogue with its aesthetic contexts.

The seventeenth-century Shah Mosque in 
Isfahan, Iran, represents one of the finest 
examples of colour-use on a grand scale. Here, 
Trevathan examines the philosophical and 
mystical traditions that formed the mosque’s 
backdrop. He shows how careful combinations of 
colour and design proportions in Islamic patterns 
expresses knowledge beyond that experienced in 
the corporeal world, offering another language 
with which to know and experience God. Colour 
thus becomes a spiritual language, calling for 
a re-consideration of how we read Islamic 
aesthetics.

‘An important contribution.’ SeYYed hOSSein 
naSr, geOrge waShingtOn univerSitY

‘Every student of Islamic art should read 
this book.’ Samir mahmOud, LeBaneSe 
american univerSitY

Islamic Art
April 2024
£25
256pp
Paperback Royal 
27 colour illustrations
ISBN 978 0 86356 060 6 
eISBN 978 0 86356 190 0
Territories: World

IDRIES TREVATHAN is a 
curator and conservator of Islamic art 
collections. He has conducted technical 
colour studies on a range of Islamic art 
objects, including the Malay Qur’an 
manuscripts and Ottoman porticoes in 
the Grand Mosque of Mecca.

NEXT READ 
 
Islamic Art &  
The Museum
9780863564130         
£25.00 
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Winner Saltire Society Fiction 
Book of the Year 2018

£8.99  •  9781846592119

Shortlisted Bread & Roses 
Award 2024

£14.99  •  9780863564789

Shortlisted HWA Crown 
Awards 2023    

£9.99  •  9780863569043

Shortlisted HWA Crown 
Awards  2022   

£10.99  •  9780863569364

Winner Gourmand Award 
Culinary History 2023  

£30  •  9780863561566

Space Achievement Winner, 
Sir Arthur C. Clarke Award 2019

£8.99  •  9781908906380

A TLS, New Statesman &  
White Review Book of the Year

‘Astonishing poetry,  
at once epic and intimate.’  
Bernardine evariStO

£10.99    9781908906489

Winner of the Polari Book Prize 2022 
Winner of the T. S. Eliot Prize 2022

£9.99 
9781908906298

£19.99  
9780863565403

£11.99 
9781908906106

£16.99 
9780863560231

£22.99 
9780863569593

£12.99 
9780863569265

£7.99 
9781846590009

£7.99 
9781846590320

£9.99
9780863569548
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£10
9780863569050

£14.99
9780863564482

£12.99
9780863566707

£19.99
9780863565403

£25
9780863561481

£25
9780863566486

£45
9780863567599

£10.99
9780863569401

£25
9780863561795

£10 
9780863561771

£19.99 
9780863565533

£18.00 
9780863564437

£20 
9780863561375

£7.99 
9780863566387

£19.99 
9780863566882

£10 
9780863568565

£18.99 
9780863566790

£14.99 
9780863566288
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£30
9780863561566

£25
9780863569920

£6.99
9780863569029

£25 
9780863564628

£10.99 
9780863564116

£25
9780863569012

£25
9780863564130

£70
9780863564307

£35
9780863566738

£10 
9780863568497

£35 
9780863567735

£9.99 
9780863564284

£20 
9780863564161

£14.99
9780863564789

£10.99
9780863564789

£14.99     
9780863569722

£14.99 
9780863567872

£12.99 
9780863569999
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£14.99 
9780863564987

£12.99 
9780863567421

£12.99 
9780863563355

£10.99 
9780863561603

£14.99 
9780863564536

£10.99 
9780863561702

£10.99
9780863564826

£25 
9780863569500

£16.99
9780863564772

£21.99 
9780863567773

£10.99 
9780863566240

£12.99 
9780863569661

£9.99 
9780863561344

£10.99 
9780863566998

£10.99 
9780863568596

£16.99 
9780863561443

£14.99 
9780863564581

£14.99 
9780863561597
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£7.99 
9780863564055

£7.99 
9780863563072

£9.99 
9780863564277

£14.99 
9780863564369

£14.99 
9780863561757

£12.99 
9780863561962

£14.99 
9780863563171

£16.99 
9780863569906

£14.99 
9780863563973

£9.99 
9780863565243

£12.99 
9780863561467

£14.99 
9780863564123

£19.99 
9780863564079

£14.99 
9780863561894

£16.99 
9780863564932

£14.99 
9780863567452

£14.99 
9780863564710

£14.99 
9780863567650

£9.99 
9780863569289

£14.99 
9780863564031

£14.99 
9780863560422

£14.99 
9780863564260

£14.99 
9780863567407

£12.99 
9780863560477
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£8.99 
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£10.99 
9780863563751
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£11.99 
9780863561306

£9.99 
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£10.99 
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£9.99 
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‘A great publisher at the forefront of opening up high quality books about 
the Middle East and North Africa. Saqi fulfils a vital role.’ marY Beard

‘A beacon of enquiry and intellectual exchange … Saqi has built up a list of 
exceptional writers.’ kamiLa ShamSie

‘Saqi sets the standard of excellence in Arabic and English publishing on 
the Middle East.’ eugene rOgan

‘Small but conscientious publishing houses like Saqi have assembled a 
diverse cross-section of contemporary work from the Arab world.’  

edward Said 

‘Anyone interested in Arab culture today is aware of the invaluable role 
Saqi plays in making available pioneering, specialist and often controversial 

books that large publishers refuse to go near.’ the timeS

‘An outstanding independent house … always a superb source of books 
from and about the Arab world.’ indePendent

‘Saqi brings out fine original books’ evening Standard

‘Saqi Books has adroitly balanced scholarly and accessible publishing, and 
has never been afraid to tackle controversial issues. Bringing so many books 
from Arab countries to the UK is an impressive achievement and can only 

help to promote better cultural understanding.’  
iPg diverSitY award 2013
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